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 Time is an enigma. It is both fleeting and everlasting. Time erodes the mountains, widens 

the oceans, gives life, and takes it all in one foul swoop. Mankind is bound to time, both 

manmade and natural. Clocks, time by numbers, keeps the daily routine of man running like 

some well oiled machine, and time, that of the natural sort, erodes mankind both physically and 

emotionally. Birth, a long fruitful life, and death is what the human being desires when all else is 

cast aside. Everyone wants their time on this Earth to have meaning, some sort of ethereal 

significance. Yet, that is rarely the case for thousands come and go from this Earth leaving 

nothing of importance to the cosmos. This fear of inadequacy is what led a young man by the 

name of William Livingston on a journey of discovery for the true meaning behind life. His 

journey of discovery started sometime in 1912 in the slums of the East End of London. William, 

the son of a carpenter and a whore, always had a very active imagination. As a young boy he 

would draw grand images in the mud, shit, and filth of the streets that connected his small world 

together like some miniscule spider web in some worthless gutter of the universe. He would tell 

stories of knights and dragons, beggars and thieves, and he subscribed heavily to the musings of 

the great William Shakespeare. The diaries he kept as a young boy turned this ragged images in 

the mud and musings of his mind into vivid tales put to paper via old ink. Much as ink fades, so 

did his vivid imagination and his obsession with the fantastical. Reality and suffering has a way 

of breaking a young man’s aspirations. His mother, whom he never met, was always an enigma 

of hatred in the heart of the young man. She, or the thought of her, is the spark that ignited his 

narcissistic tendencies once he lost the innocence of youth and entered the conundrum of being a 

teenager. His father, making little money as a carpenter, put his boy to work in one of the worst 



oil refineries in all of London. He worked six days a week, sunrise to sunset, being paid just 

enough to eat meager scraps whilst fueling his father’s obsession with alcohol, scotch to be more 

precise. This was William’s life from late youth to early adulthood, and as his father slowly 

became a slave to the drink young William’s life only got worse. More money would fuel his 

father’s alcoholism and less would go to such natural necessities as food and clothes. Skinny and 

ragged, young William resembled a common beggar. Yet, in his heart he knew he had a purpose. 

He would constantly remind his father of his higher purpose, and swiftly, almost out of jealously 

of conviction, his father would beat that glimmer of significance out of the young man. Time 

passed and nothing seemed to change. A brutal routine had succumbed William’s whole 

existence for he was broken and beaten, too weak in conviction to break free from his chain of 

bleak despair in the piss stained solemnity of the slums he called Hell, and home. One day, as 

young William was blossoming into adulthood, he found a book that changed everything. A 

foreign merchant of unknown origin sold the book to William for a fair price, and he sat in that 

very place of purchase and read the ragged tome from torn leather cover to cover. The book, free 

of a title and creator, described a land far away that enshrined the key to time eternal enshrouded 

in a flat field of stunning beauty. The key to time, a mighty prospect to William, seemed to be 

the only way to break free from his meager existence. He had found the meaning to his life for he 

believed every word penned in the unnamed book. He would find this key to time, and make life 

itself malleable. He would mold his life like clay into a life of riches and never fleeting joy. This 

key to time seemed like the perfect way to recreate his existence. He closed the book with a 

glimmer in his eyes and headed home to pack what little he had, and start his journey. As he 

entered his home his father confronted him about the book, angered as to why he spent money on 

a worthless book rather than booze or food. He laid fist and boot into his son until he laid upon 



the floor bloodied like some worthless game hunted just for sport. William would not let his 

father stop him from attaining his higher purpose. He harbored no love for the man, he was born 

to hate and that was all he knew. He channeled that hate into murderous motivation and rose like 

Jesus from the dead and began to meet his father blow for blow. Roles reversed, he bloodied his 

father, breaking bone and splitting skin. A cool smile plastered upon his face as he enacted such 

physical revenge on his father made the old man give up in the fight. He was genuinely scared of 

his son. A man in anger can be reasoned with yet a man whose anger harbors purpose knows no 

reason. When the father was barely clinging to life on the dusty floor of their shack in the slums 

William went into his father’s room and grabbed a briefcase upon the shelf. He opened said case 

to reveal an old Webley single action revolver. He grabbed said pistol and the bandolier adorned 

with bullets, and loaded it. William walked to where his father lay and said, “You know nothing 

of my purpose for I have found the key to time. I will control all that is eternal in the cosmos, 

and to know such absolute power I must understand what it is like to have blood on my hands. 

So I might as well start with you.” Once his diatribe was finished he cycled a round into the 

chamber and brought the gun to his father’s temple. Trembling, he pulled the trigger, and a crack 

of ear shattering sound filled the room with life, and the flash of the muzzle lightened the room 

as if lightning had struck down upon the two men. Smoke filled the room, and William’s father 

lay dead, his head torn asunder and smoking with the heat of gunpowder. William, taking in the 

scent of burning flesh and sulfur, packed the gun into his satchel and left the home in which he 

grew up in. The bullet in his father’s head was the only farewell.  

 Time passed as William followed the cryptic messaging of the book to some obscure 

jungle in the still undiscovered jungles of South America. As a merchant on a freighter ship he 

crossed to that foreign land with relative ease. He bid his farewells to his shipmates even though 



they found him peculiar as he constantly rambled madly about “the key to life that lies in the 

beautiful field.” After making haste through a coastal trading outpost he gathered such supplies 

that would keep a man alive in the dense jungle, and he made haste along an old game trail. The 

book, leading him to this point, told him to follow the trail in which man shall feed. Hence why 

he chose to follow a game trail for men use it to hunt in order to sustain life. The trail twisted like 

a snake through the dangerous land and William, older and wiser with time, followed it as if he 

had lived in this land all his life. Eventually, he came to a large waterfall as mentioned in his old 

book, and according to the cryptic riddles that lied dormant to time in the old tome he was to find 

the field of time under the waterfall. Terrified, he made his way under the waterfall, and it was as 

if all had come together as before his life weary eyes he laid gaze upon a field so vast and 

beautiful it seemed as if a dream. He cried tears of joy for his life’s suffering would soon be 

rendered null, and he could start anew. William, a victim of anguish, would rise a ruler of man. 

Yet, nowhere in the field did he find a key of any sort. He searched far and wide, blade of grass 

by blade of grass, and yet he found nothing. It was as if the book played a foul trick upon him for 

it gave him hope to his existence and a feeling of importance to which he had never felt before. 

Defeated, aghast, he sat in the center of the beautiful field and drew the old revolver from his 

satchel. It lay in his lap rusted over from his journeys and little use, and he wrenched the hammer 

back with what little strength he had left in him. Breathing out deeply, he placed the gun under 

his chin, closed his eyes, and squeezed the near broken trigger. The frame of the gun exploded in 

his hand as the hammer ignited the cartridge sending debris, smoldering hot, throughout 

William’s whole being. His body torn by the misfire twitched inhumanly as the last of his life 

leaked from his eviscerated head, and it was in the last fleeting moment of palpable thought that 

William finally knew the power of time. It brings life anew everyday, and yet it takes life 



everyday. William was a victim of the latter, dying a brutal death in an unnamed spot of the 

world, and no one would ever find him. He would not be mourned over, no tears would be shed 

in his name, his body would decay becoming fertilizer for the very plot of Earth in which he lay 

dying upon. His purpose, so it seems, was null. Flowers would bloom thanks to him but nothing 

else would come of his time upon the Earth. He was just another soul rendered worthless by the 

time that speeds by in the ever expanding starry cosmos in which mankind has found existence to 

be certain.  


